Illustrations: We reserve the right to make changes in form, function and equipment of our offered
articles.

Shipping and VAT: All price information on the price list is expressly for commercial customers. The
dispatch takes place starting from distribution center Frankfurt/Main plus the legal VAT. (currently
19%) as well as postage and packaging.

Delivery and payment: Unless otherwise agreed, our invoices are due within 30 days net, provided
that all previous invoices have been paid. For new customers exclusively via advance payment or
delivery is made by cash on delivery. We reserve the right to deliver only against prepayment.
Foreign customers generally only against prepayment.

Delivery date: Standard items and small quantities usually within 3-5 days after receipt of order.
Shorter delivery requests we strive to meet, but they remain reserved for us.

Special orders: Will be fulfilled if possible, but require a longer delivery time and additional costs.
Exchange is excluded here.

Delivery and payment for special orders: 50% of the gross order value when the order is placed. Start
of production for special orders in principle only after receipt of the down payment. 50% before
delivery. 100% advance payment we reserve the right.

Rental fees: Are understood to be exclusive of VAT at the statutory rate. (currently 19%), packaging
and shipping costs. The rental price includes the final cleaning of the rental goods and accessories.

Shipment of the rented goods: Shipped by UPS parcel service or another comparable shipping
company from the Frankfurt/Main sales office. The delivery of the rental property usually takes place
1 working day before the start of the rental period, unless otherwise agreed.

Delivery and payment in case of rental: The rental fee is due after return of the rental goods, within
14 days from the invoice date. We have calculated our rental prices without discount and therefore
do not grant any deductions.

Return of the rental goods: The renter is obliged to return the rental goods including accessories in
due time. Rental items must be returned to the lessor no later than 3 working days after the end of
the rental period. Otherwise, late fees will be charged in case of delay in return.

Copyrights and industrial property rights: Szabo Rocket Packs may be held liable for violations of
copyrights and industrial property rights on delivered documents such as: Lettering, logos, drawings,
photos, etc. cannot be held liable. All claims made against Szabo Rocket Packs Company on the
grounds of such infringement shall be borne directly by the Customer.

Prices: When a new price list is published, the old one loses its validity. We must reserve the right to
change prices in the meantime due to market conditions.

Complaints: The period for revocation/return for consumers Gem. § 355 (2) BGB amounts to 14 days
starting from date delivery note/invoice. Within this period, unused goods can be returned to us in
their original packaging. Return of used goods is excluded! Only after inspection of the returned
goods, the value of the goods will be refunded. Packaging and shipping costs are not refundable. The
return costs are to be borne by the consumer. There is no right of recall or return for transactions
with entrepreneurs and / or traders.

Transport damages: Are to be complained exclusively with the responsible delivery service and to be
announced by a damage protocol there to the remuneration.

Liability: We are not liable for damages caused by the use of our articles as well as possible loss of
profit due to force majeure, e.g. unfavorable weather conditions, missing or insufficiently trained
personnel, postponement or cancellation of the event, missing bar license etc.. Neither claims for
damages nor claims for reduction of rent can be asserted here. The rental item must be tried out
before use and any complaints or ambiguities must be reported to the lessor without delay.
Complaints received later cannot be considered. The rental item is the property of the lessor. In case
of wilful damage or loss of the rental item, the renter is liable to the full extent.

Warranty: 2 years from date of purchase, against defects caused by improper workmanship or
material defects. No warranty claim in case of improper handling, use or storage as well as in case of
own rework or repair.

Retention of title: the delivered goods remain the property of Szabo Rocket Packs until full payment
of the price and any shipping costs.

Operator Information:

Rocket Packs Beverage Backpack Systems
Owner Dezsö Szabo

Sossenheimer way 48
D- 65929 Frankfurt am Main

E-Mail: info@rocketpacks.de
Phone: +49 (0)69 95297708
Fax: +49 (0)69 95297709

Business purpose: Manufacture & trade of beverage backpack systems & vendor's tray T
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